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Vertical Foreclosure using Exclusive Dealing: The Case of Hamburger Restaurants in Shopping Malls∗ Itai Ater September 30, 2009



Abstract Whether exclusive dealing arrangements enhance or reduce welfare is one of the most controversial issues in the economic analysis of antitrust. Nevertheless, existing empirical evidence supports only welfare-increasing arguments. I study how sales and costs of hamburger restaurants located in shopping malls are affected by exclusive dealing, namely a mall owner commitment not to let another hamburger restaurant enter the mall. The main findings are a negative relationship between mall sales of hamburgers and exclusive dealing and a positive relationship between exclusive dealing and the rent paid to the mall owner. The analysis also addresses the endogeneity problem: why exclusive dealing arrangements are adopted only in some malls. I provide evidence that effective arrangements are adopted in malls where the incumbent restaurant can prevent entry by a rival restaurant. These findings are consistent with vertical foreclosure models and suggest that these arrangements are detrimental to welfare.
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Introduction



The justifications and consequences of exclusive dealing arrangements, whereby one firm limits its own freedom to deal with other firms, are one of the most contentious issues in the economic analysis of antitrust. Generally, sales are higher in theoretical models which illustrate that exclusive dealing arrangements enhance welfare. In these models, parties with exclusive rights typically invest in service and product quality and are not concerned that rivals will free-ride on their investment. These investments induce demand and result in higher sales. On the other hand, quantity sold is lower in theoretical models which argue that exclusive dealing is detrimental to welfare mainly because competition is limited under these arrangements. Despite the rich and equivocal theoretical literature on exclusive dealing, empirical findings do not support anti-competitive theories on exclusive dealing and, hence, call for a lenient approach by competition authorities. This paper shows that quantity sold under exclusive dealing is lower and provides, to the best of my knowledge, the first empirical evidence which is consistent with anti-competitive theories. In particular, the findings are consistent with models of vertical foreclosure.1 I study how exclusivity clauses, where a mall owner commits not to lease space to additional hamburger restaurants,2 affect the sales and costs of hamburger restaurants located in shopping malls. I use a unique dataset that contains information on sales, costs and locations of individual hamburger restaurants, whether or not an exclusive dealing arrangement is adopted in the lease agreement and attributes of the malls. The main finding is that adoption of exclusive dealing is associated with lower total mall hamburger sales. I also provide evidence that restaurants that adopt exclusive arrangements pay higher rents, do not sell significantly more than other restaurants and spend slightly more on sales promotion activities. The analysis also addresses the question of why exclusivity clauses are adopted in some markets and not in others. If unobserved reasons drive decisions to adopt exclusive contracts 1 Rey and Tirole (2007) define vertical foreclosure as: “A dominant firm’s denial of proper access to an essential good it produces, with the intent of extending monopoly power from that segment of the market (the bottleneck segment) to an adjacent segment (the potentially competitive segment).” 2 I follow Rey and Tirole (2007) and use the term exclusive dealing to describe these types of arrangements. The literature also refers to these arrangements as exclusive distribution and exclusive territories.
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then documenting certain empirical regularities between quantity and exclusive dealing does not imply causality. In particular, I provide evidence that exclusive arrangements are effective only in intermediate-size markets, proxied by the size of the mall.3 An intermediate-size mall owner agrees to sign an exclusive contract in return for a premium paid by the incumbent restaurant. The exclusive contract is beneficial to the upstream mall owner and the downstream incumbent restaurant because the additional profits to the mall owner following entry by a second restaurant are lower than the losses to the incumbent restaurant. This commitment by the mall owner limits the number of restaurants in the mall and results in lower total mall hamburger sales. In small and large malls exclusive dealing contracts are ineffective in foreclosing entry. In small malls neither the mall owner nor the hamburger restaurants profit from entering the mall, thereby making exclusive arrangements superfluous. In large malls, the additional profits to the mall owner resulting from entry are higher than the losses to the incumbent restaurant thereby making it too costly for the incumbent restaurant to prevent the entry of rival restaurants. In the empirical analysis the size of the mall is used as the measure of potential demand for hamburgers. I exploit variation in the size of malls and in adoption of exclusive contracts to estimate the relationship between mall hamburger sales and mall size, adoption of exclusive dealing, number of hamburger restaurants and other demand and demographic characteristics. Since I control for the potential demand for hamburgers at each mall, I can also conjecture how hamburger sales would change in the absence of these exclusivity clauses. Thus, my results examine the difference between potential and actual sales of hamburgers in malls that adopt and do not adopt exclusivity clauses. Mall owners who sign an exclusive dealing contract are likely to be compensated by exclusive restaurants. Hence, I examine whether exclusive hamburger restaurants in intermediate-size malls pay higher rent than hamburger restaurants located in malls without exclusive dealing contracts. I find a positive relationship between the rent paid by a restaurant and the adoption of exclusive dealing. 3



In the empirical analysis I define an intermediate-size mall based on the number of stores in the mall. Conceptually, intermediate-size malls are malls where a second restaurant could earn positive profits but at the same time would inflict considerable losses on the incumbent restaurant. In Appendix A, I outline a framework that further explains my findings.
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Efficiency-based and anti-competitive theories on exclusive dealing differ with respect to the effect of exclusivity on total sales in the market. The finding that exclusive dealing is negatively associated with mall hamburger sales lends support to foreclosure theories. Efficiency-based theories, however, provide additional predictions. In particular, these models typically predict that exclusive retailers will invest more in non-brand-specific sales promotion activities and sell more than other retailers. Therefore, I examine the relationship between the adoption of exclusive dealing and sales by individual restaurants as well as between the adoption of exclusive dealing and investments made by restaurants on sales promotion activities. Inconsistent with efficiency-based theories, I do not find that individual restaurants that operate under exclusive dealing sell significantly more than other restaurants. On the other hand, consistent with efficiency-based models, I find that these restaurants invest on sales promotion activities more than other restaurants. Yet, the magnitude of the increased investments on sales promotion activities is almost negligible. Israeli shopping malls and hamburger restaurants are well-suited to an examination of foreclosure theories. First, larger malls serve a greater number of shoppers and hence the size of the mall, which is easily identified and measured, can be used as a reasonable proxy for potential demand. Using a good measure of market demand is crucial because the primary distinction between efficiency-based and anti-competitive theories on exclusive dealing is whether quantity is higher or lower at the market level. Furthermore, vertical foreclosure models typically assume that entry barriers or economies of scale limit entry into the bottleneck segment, which seems to be the case in the shopping mall market. Second, welfare-enhancing models of exclusive dealing typically contend that retailers enjoying an exclusive position will invest more in product quality and advertising. These welfare-enhancing arguments are less likely to play a significant role in the current setting for several reasons: first, chain-affiliated hamburger restaurants offer a relatively homogenous good whose quality is unlikely to vary across restaurants. Second, sales promotion and advertising activities are most often associated with the chain’s brand and it is difficult to consider these activities as investments in a “public good”. Finally, sales promotion and advertising activities
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are carried out almost exclusively at the chain level rather than at the restaurant level. In my data each Burger King restaurant allocates 5% of its revenues to national advertising whereas, on average, it spends only 0.1% of its revenues on sales promotion activities at the outlet level. Consequently, it can be expected that there is little meaningful variation in the level of these aggregate activities across exclusive and non-exclusive restaurants. Third, hamburger prices in Israeli chain-affiliated restaurants are constant across samechain outlets and are roughly similar across chains. This fixed-price regularity is important in at least three ways: first, the data on hamburger sales can be interpreted as quantity sold in each mall. Having a measure of quantity is crucial since the main distinction between models that view exclusive dealing as enhancing or reducing welfare is quantity. Second, since prices are constant regardless of the level of competition at the mall, the mall owner has no incentive to lease space to two same-chain restaurants in order to avoid price competition between restaurants. In other words, if prices are lower when a competing restaurant operates at the same mall then a mall owner, trying to keep profits high, will prefer to have two hamburger restaurants with the same owner rather than to lease to two different chains.4 Finally, the fixed price regularity helps me distinguish between certain welfare-enhancing and foreclosure theories. Welfare-enhancing models indicate that exclusive retailers will invest in product quality and service that will boost the demand for the product. The overall effect on quantity, however, may be ambiguous if exclusive retailers also raise prices.5 Since in the setting studied here prices are fixed, the predicted effect on quantity of these welfare-enhancing models is unambiguously positive. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I review the related literature and provide a brief overview on the motivations for and consequences of exclusive dealing arrangements. In Section 3, I provide a background of the shopping mall and hamburger chains’ markets. Section 4 describes the data used in Section 5 to identify intermediate-size malls and for the estimation part. Section 6 offers concluding remarks. 4



All hamburger restaurants in Israeli malls are owned and operated by the corresponding local chain and not by independent franchisees. 5 For example, see the theoretical model in Bernheim and Whinston (1998), Section 5.
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Related Literature



A large theoretical literature emerged following the Chicago School critique (Bork (1978)) claiming that vertical restraints in general and exclusive dealing in particular cannot be detrimental to welfare. The two main justifications for exclusive contracts are foreclosure and incentives. Models that emphasize incentives argue that retailers typically provide A costly “public good” such as general product information, non-brand-specific sales promotion and that competing retailers will undersupply the “public good” from the perspective of the manufacturer.6 In these models exclusive contracts solve these incentive problems because exclusive retailers are assured that competing retailers will not free-ride on their efforts to supply the “public good”. Consequently, these models predict a higher provision of non-brand-specific services and higher sales. Models that emphasize foreclosure as a motivation for exclusive dealing can be broadly divided into two main classes. The first class involves settings where an upstream manufacturer possesses some initial advantage and induces retailers or consumers to sign an exclusive contract which limits their ability to deal with other manufacturers.7 The other class of models, referred to as vertical foreclosure models, focused on settings where the upstream manufacturer herself commits not to deal with other retailers.8 In these models, the manufacturer is typically an upstream monopolist who uses the commitment to extend its monopolistic power from the upstream bottleneck segment to the downstream potentially competitive segment. Much of the literature on vertical foreclosure has emphasized the opportunism problem of upstream firms and the role of commitment in solving this problem.9 Without a commitment, once 6 See Telser (1960) and Marvel (1982) for early works. More recent work (de Meza and Selvaggi (2008)) shows that exclusive contracts may also induce relational-specific investments. Other sources of incentive conflicts are information (Martimort (1996) and Yehezkel (2008)) and risk aversion (Bernheim and Whinston (1998)). 7 See for example, Mathewson and Winter (1987), Bernheim and Whinston (1998) Section 4, Rasmusen, Ramseyer and Wiley (1991), and Fumagalli and Motta (2006). 8 The distinction who is the “upstream” firm party and who is the “downstream” firm is not always straightforward. In this paper, I consider the mall as an upstream monopolist and hamburger restaurants as downstream retailers. An alternative view is that national hamburger chains are upstream firms contracting with local retailers (malls) operating in different markets. The basic predictions on quantity sold and the role of intermediate-size malls still hold. 9 This argument was first suggested by Hart and Tirole (1990) and further analyzed by O’Brien and Shaffer (1992) and McAfee and Schwartz (1994). Rey and Tirole (2007) provide an overview of these models and the empirical evidence.
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the upstream firm has contracted with one downstream firm it has an incentive to sell its products to additional firms and increase its own profits. The first downstream firm foresees the threat of a downstream rival, and ex-ante insists on paying less to the upstream monopoly. A commitment by the dominant firm not to sell to additional firms may solve this problem, enabling the monopoly to extract higher rents from the downstream firm. In general, both classes of foreclosure models predict that quantity and welfare will fall in foreclosed markets. There is very little empirical support for the theory on vertical foreclosure.10 Papers that did find some support for it are those that studied full integration between upstream and downstream firms. Chipty (2001) investigates vertical integration decisions in the cable industry and shows that integrated cable operators exclude rival channels but also charge lower prices. Suzuki (2009) performs an event study analysis of the merger between Time Warner and Turner Broadcasting and finds some evidence of foreclosure.11 Empirical papers that investigated the role of exclusive dealing did not find evidence consistent with foreclosure theory. Asker (2005) analyzes the effect of exclusive distribution arrangements on the Chicago beer market and did not find evidence of foreclosure. Sass (2005) uses a detailed survey of the cost structure of 391 beer distributors to present evidence that exclusive dealing increases the productivity of the sales and promotional effort of distributors.12 Slade (1998) finds that beer prices are higher in tied houses than independent establishments, a tied house being one that operates under an exclusive purchasing agreement with a brewer.13 The dearth of empirical work on vertical restraints and exclusive contracts in particular can be attributed to both data limitations on exclusive contracts as well as to difficulties in addressing the endogeneity of these restraints; i.e. why exclusive arrangements are adopted in some markets and not in others. I address this endogeneity issue by arguing and illustrating 10



Rey and Tirole (2007) write: “We are aware of few empirical studies of modern foreclosure theory. Needless to say, this is an area which deserve further investigations”. 11 Martin, Normann and Snyder (2001) test the theory on vertical foreclosure using experimental techniques and find partial support. 12 Sass (2005) also summarizes the different theories on exclusive dealing and provides testable implications. 13 More generally, Lafontaine and Slade (2005) and Cooper, Froeb, O’Brien and Vita (2005) provide extensive reviews of the empirical literature on vertical restraints. They both conclude that the overall empirical evidence indicates that vertical restraints have positive welfare effects and that there is no one paper that unambiguously shows that the use of vertical restraints leads to reduced welfare.
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that exclusive dealing arrangements are adopted in intermediate-size malls where there is a mutual interest of the mall owner and the incumbent restaurant in signing an exclusive dealing arrangement.14 Interestingly, the idea that strategic interactions are likely to be important in markets with intermediate attractiveness has already been implemented in the entry deterrence literature (Dafny (2005) Ellison and Ellison (2007)). This paper is closely related to the debate on the lawfulness of exclusive use clauses in shopping malls in the U.S. during the 1970’s.15 It also sheds light on the debate over the growth (encroachment) strategies adopted by U.S. franchisors, their impact on existing franchisees’ profits and the appropriate public policy.16 In particular, established franchisees, who incur losses following the opening of nearby outlets of the chain, insist on obtaining proper compensation from franchisors or alternatively operate in exclusive territories. Finally, there exists a small literature on shopping malls. Brueckner (1993) shows that if anchor tenants attract more shoppers than small tenants then their rent should be lower. Pashigian and Gould (1998) and Gould, Pashigian and Prendergast (2005) find evidence consistent with this positive externalities argument.



3 3.1



Background The Hamburger Chain Market



In 2003 three national hamburgers chains operated in Israel.17 The largest chain is McDonald’s with 108 restaurants and a market revenue share of 51%. The second largest hamburger chain 14 Assessing the empirical impact of exclusive dealing clauses is difficult also because the decision to grant exclusivity is determined jointly with a decision on the scope of the market being served exclusively. Since mall size is exogenous to the decision whether or not to grant exclusive dealing to a hamburger restaurant, and because in my data exclusivity is either granted or not for the entire mall this endogeneity issue is less of a concern. 15 For a discussion on how the FTC handled exclusive use clauses, see Clarkson and Muris (1981). See also Judge Posner’s opinion in Walgreens Co. V. Sara Creek Property Co., 966 F.2d 273, 274 (7th Circuit 1992). 16 Blair and Lafontaine (2005) offers an overview of the problem. See also Kalnins (2004) on the impact of encroachment on existing restaurants’ revenues. 17 In one of the proceedings before the Israeli Antitrust Authority, the Antitrust Authority performed an econometric analysis of the effect of entry into a mall on an existing hamburger restaurant sales, using monthly sales data over several years. They examined the effect of entry by a hamburger restaurant and a non-hamburger restaurant and found that only the hamburger restaurant had a negative impact on the incumbent hamburger restaurant sales.
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is BurgeRanch with 83 restaurants and a 28% revenue market share. The third national chain is Burger King with 56 restaurants and a 21% market share. The total annual volume of the industry is about 600 million Israeli Shekels (approx. 150 million dollars).18 McDonald’s and Burger King decided to enter the Israeli market during the 1990’s (in 1993 and 1994 respectively), following the relaxation of the Arab boycott of Israel in the early 1990’s. All hamburger restaurants located in malls are company-owned and operate under strict standards set uniformly by the chain.19 In particular, prices are identical across all of the chain restaurants and are set by the chain. Lease agreements are negotiated between the malls and the local headquarters of the chain. Each chain invests nationally in advertising and R&D. Prices across chains are roughly similar for their main products20 and according to surveys most consumers do not have a strong preference for one chain over another. Restaurants of all three chains are located throughout Israel: shopping malls, gas stations, and main streets are the typical location. Malls account for nearly 40% of locations and a mall restaurant sells significantly more than a non-mall restaurant. In general, the chains do not own the property but lease it.21 Burger King and BurgeRanch entered bankruptcy procedures in 2003 and 2008, respectively, after incurring substantial losses.22



3.2



The Shopping Mall Market



The first shopping mall in its typical form was established in Israel only in 1985. In 2003, there were nearly 100 shopping malls in Israel.23 Ownership of shopping malls in Israel is spread over several companies with the largest holding stakes in up to 7 malls and many others 18



The market description is based on the antitrust authority decision in 2002 to block the merger between Burger King and BurgeRanch as well as on the chains’ web-sites, media coverage and information gathered from chain directors. 19 BurgeRanch operated few restaurants using franchisees. These franchised restaurants do not operate in malls. 20 For example, the standard meal in McDonald’s and BurgeRanch was priced similarly in 2005. 21 For example, BurgeRanch and Burger King have no ownership stake in any of their restaurants. 22 A main argument raised by these chain directors was their inability to open new restaurants thereby exploiting economies of scale at the national level because of the wide usage of exclusive contracts in shopping malls. 23 The description of the Israeli market is based on media coverage, a consulting firm report and several conversations with shopping mall directors.
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owning only one shopping mall.24 Some of these firms also have international holdings in shopping malls, amongst others in the U.S, Canada and Europe. The typical rent structure for tenants in a shopping mall is a fixed base rent and a fixed share of the monthly volume, whichever is the higher. There are usually options to renew the leasing contract, if the store meets minimum standards of sales over the leasing period. The actual rates (fee and revenue share) are determined based on the bargaining power, the attractiveness of the retailer and the mall. In a successful shopping mall, however, the revenue share is usually below 10%. It is said that there is a long ‘waiting list’ of tenants waiting to join a successful shopping mall. In general, malls in Israel draw in large crowds of shoppers, though it seems fair to say that most shoppers do not consider hamburger restaurants as the main reason to shop there.



3.3



Exclusive Dealing Clauses and their Legal Status



An exclusive dealing clause is a contractual commitment by the mall owner not to lease space to another hamburger chain. A representative exclusive dealing clause included in the lease agreements between hamburger restaurants and shopping mall owners is: It is agreed upon that the landlord will not lease space to another store whose main line of business is selling hamburgers. Israeli courts have handled few cases inquiring whether a particular exclusive use clause constitutes a restraint of trade and should therefore be declared illegal.25 In November 2005, the Israeli Antitrust Authority (‘IAA’) determined that a particular exclusive dealing clause between a mall owner and a commercial bank was anti-competitive and hence void.26 Since this case, the IAA has required parties to exclusive dealing arrangements to submit the lease contract and obtain the IAA’s approval.27 24



A substantial consolidation in ownership of Israeli shopping malls has been taking place since 2005. Typically, these cases arise when the landlord decides to lease space to a retailer’s rival despite the exclusive dealing clause. The retailer sues for breach of contract and the mall owner claims that the exclusive dealing clause is anti-competitive and thus void. 26 In that case, the shopping mall was willing to forego 10% of the rent paid by the incumbent bank to allow a second bank lease space in the mall. The incumbent bank refused to reduce its rent and the other bank filed a complaint to the IAA which declared the clause anti-competitive and thus void. 27 Nevertheless, the resources allocated to enforce this requirement are limited. 25
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Data



I gathered the following information on 76 malls where at least one hamburger restaurant operated in 2002: commercial leasable area, number of stores, ownership of the mall, type of mall, mall opening date and whether exclusive dealing clauses were used in the mall. In 57 malls only one hamburger restaurant operates, in 15 malls two restaurants operate and 4 malls lease space to three hamburger restaurants. In 61 malls only one chain operates.28 I also have information on entry and exit decisions between 2002 and 2005 for each of the 76 malls. Data on McDonald’s, Burger King and BurgeRanch restaurant locations were collected from the chains’ web-sites and the chains’ headquarters. BurgeRanch also provided me with the following data on its restaurants in 2002: location; year opened; identity of landlord; restaurant size; 2002 sales and the existence of exclusive dealing clauses. Thirty BurgeRanch restaurants are located in shopping malls, of which 17 have an exclusive dealing clause in their lease agreement. Additional data on exclusive dealing clauses were obtained from shopping mall directors, media coverage over the years and the IAA. Overall, I have data on whether the lease agreement includes an exclusive dealing clause for 71 of the 76 malls. Only two out of the 61 malls that operate with a single chain do not have an exclusive dealing clause with the hamburger restaurant located in the mall. All exclusivity clauses prohibit entry by another restaurant that sells hamburgers as its main business. I also obtained restaurant level data on Burger King restaurants in 2002.29 The Burger King data include the sales and cost components for each of the 23 restaurants that operated in 22 malls. I use the Burger King cost data to explore the relationships between rent and the adoption of exclusive dealing as well as between sales promotion and the adoption of exclusive dealing. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of annual sales and rent of Burger King restaurants as well as information on annual sales of BurgeRanch restaurants. For 44 malls sales information is available for at least one hamburger restaurant located 28 Among the 19 multiple-restaurant malls, there are four malls that operate with a single chain in the mall: one mall with three restaurants and three malls with two restaurants. 29 The Burger King data are available from one of the groups competing to acquire the Burger King franchise in Israel, following Burger King’s bankruptcy in 2003.
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in the mall.30 For these malls, the sales data of Burger King and BurgeRanch are used to construct a measure of the total mall sales of hamburger restaurants. Thus, if I have data on all hamburger restaurants operating in a particular mall I sum up to obtain the aggregate sales data. If sales data are not available for all the mall restaurants, I assume that the restaurant with the missing data in that mall sells at the average of the other restaurants, and then derive a measure of hamburger mall sales.31
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Data Analysis



According to models on vertical foreclosure the dominant upstream firm limits the competition in the downstream segment, which results in lower sales. I expect that competition will be limited only in malls where an exclusive dealing clause is effective in preventing entry by hamburger restaurants into the mall. In this section, I first provide evidence that exclusivity clauses are effective in preventing entry in intermediate-size malls. Applying alternative definitions for intermediate-size malls, I then explore how the adoption of an exclusive contract is associated with the restaurant sales and costs.32



5.1



Identifying Intermediate-size Malls



Identifying which malls are intermediate-size malls that adopt exclusive dealing is not a trivial task because almost all the malls that operate with a single chain have exclusive dealing clauses in their lease agreements.33 However, exclusive clauses in small malls are likely to be redundant 30



The sales data are not available for 32 malls where McDonald’s operates as the only hamburger chain . Sales data is available only for Burger King and BurgeRanch restaurants. Therefore this happens in large malls, where a McDonald’s restaurant operates in the mall alongside one or two of the other chains. Note that the derived measure is probably a low estimate of the actual mall hamburger sales since McDonald’s restaurants typically generate higher sales than BurgeRanch or Burger King restaurants. My identification strategy exploits differences between sales at single-restaurant intermediate-size malls and sales at multiplerestaurant large malls. Using higher estimates of sales (or actual measures of McDonald’s sales, if available) in large malls would therefore have only strengthened my empirical results. 32 Note that analyzing price data is ineffective since prices are the same regardless of the nature of the competition in the mall. 33 When identifying which malls are intermediate-size in Section 5.1, I consider the four malls that lease space to a single chain with multiple restaurants (135, 2; 220, 2; 260, 2; 250, 3 (mall shops, hamburger restaurants) respectively) as separate equal size smaller malls. For instance, a mall operating with two restaurants and 220 shops will be reclassified as a mall operating with one restaurant and 110 shops. 31
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for two main reasons: first, mall owners are interested in choosing an optimal mix of retailers in the mall. Therefore, they will prefer leasing space to another type of retailer than to a second hamburger restaurant. Second, two hamburger restaurants in a small mall probably cannot cover their fixed costs and be profitable.34 To determine which mall can accommodate two restaurants, I start by describing five facts on the distribution of restaurants and on the adoption of exclusive dealing in malls of different sizes. These facts support the assumption that mall size is a reasonable measure for demand and that one restaurant cannot satisfy the entire demand for hamburgers in large malls. I then present data on exit and entry patterns into malls, regulatory information and data on exclusive dealing clauses. These data indicate that malls that have relatively few stores are unlikely to accommodate multiple restaurants regardless of the inclusion of an exclusivity clause in the lease agreement. In other words, I assume that exclusive dealing clauses in small malls are non-binding and should be ignored when assessing the impact of exclusive dealing on the number of restaurants, sales and costs incurred by restaurants. Hence, I define intermediate-size malls as malls that have more than 75 stores and less than 130 stores. In the estimation part of this paper, I employ alternative definitions for intermediate-size malls to check the robustness of my results. In Appendix B, I also present the estimation results when I include all small and intermediate-size malls that sign exclusive dealing contracts with hamburger restaurants. The basic results remain the same and still support vertical foreclosure models. 5.1.1



Mall Size, Number of Restaurants and Adoption of Exclusive Dealing



Fact 1 The smallest mall with one hamburger restaurant has 22 stores and the largest one has 130 stores. Fact 2 The smallest mall with two hamburger restaurants has 64 stores and the largest one has 150 stores. 34



A senior shopping mall director, referring to exclusive contracts in the retail segment was cited as saying: “I accept their claim about small shopping malls. In large malls (however) there is room for both (chains).” Another director said “In small projects with 40-50 stores, the first chain that signs the lease remains the only chain. However, in large projects of 150 stores they cannot set any conditions and they cannot prevent entry of the second chain.” TheMarker, 07/16/2008.
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Fact 3 All malls that have more than 180 stores lease space to three hamburger restaurants. Fact 4 All the malls that operate with two chains do not have exclusive clauses restricting entry by a third chain into the mall. Fact 5 Hamburger prices across chain outlets are fixed, regardless of the presence of rivals in the mall. Facts 1,2, and 3 indicate that entry thresholds35 for the first, second and third restaurant increase with the size of the mall. These facts support the assumption that larger malls attract more shoppers and hence that demand for hamburgers in these malls is higher. Furthermore, these facts imply that owners of large malls maximize their profits from hamburger sales by leasing space to multiple hamburger restaurants. This observation supports the assertion that restaurants offer imperfect substitutes either because of different locations or consumers’ taste heterogeneity. Facts 1 and 4 imply that lease agreements in malls that have more than 130 stores do not include an exclusivity clause. Fact 5 indicates that entry by a second chain into a mall is not followed by price competition. This regularity can explain why mall owners generally do not lease space to multiple restaurants operated by a single chain.36 In fact, if hamburger chains sell imperfect substitutes then leasing to two different chains will improve the variety of the mall. Based on the above facts, I define large malls as malls that have more than 130 stores. 5.1.2



Distinguishing Between Small and Intermediate-size Malls



I rely on the following data to show that exclusivity clauses affect the number of hamburger restaurants only in intermediate-size malls and not in small malls: entry and exit patterns 35



Bresnahan and Reiss (1991) define entry thresholds as a measure of the market size required to support a given number of firms. 36 If price competition prevails, the mall owner can keep downstream profits maximized by leasing space to the same chain. Interestingly, Bresnahan and Reiss (1991) study five different retail industries and find that entry of a third firm occurs faster than the entry of a second firm. They explain their findings by observing that prices fall more after a second firm enters than after subsequent entrants. Note, however, that prices are constant regardless of competition in the Israeli hamburger restaurant market. Hence, price changes cannot explain the observed entry patterns whereas adopting an exclusivity clause with the first hamburger restaurant can.
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entry and exit by hamburger restaurants occurred in five malls between 2002 and 2005. In the two cases where the number of hamburger restaurants following entry increased to two the malls had over 80 stores.37 In two other cases, where the entrant replaced the existing hamburger restaurant, the malls had less than 70 stores. Finally, in one mall that had 40 stores a restaurant exited the mall and no hamburger restaurant replaced it. As to regulatory data - in three cases involving malls with more than 100 stores, McDonald’s asked the IAA for a specific exemption from future antitrust claims that the exclusivity clauses are anticompetitive. Although its restaurants enjoy an exclusive position in several other locations, McDonald’s was interested in obtaining a specific exemption only for these intermediate-size malls. Consequently, I define intermediate-size malls as malls that have between 75 and 130 stores.38 Under this criterion, there are 13 intermediate-size malls operating with only one hamburger chain. The lease agreement of all these malls contains an exclusive dealing clause.39 Concluding that exclusivity clauses are effective in preventing entry only in intermediatesize malls does not necessarily imply that these clauses lead to reduced welfare. Granting exclusivity to restaurants in intermediate-size malls may induce these restaurants to invest in activities such as sales promotion or advertising that will increase overall sales of hamburger restaurants in these malls. In the next section, I therefore analyze hamburger sales data to examine the effect of exclusive dealing arrangements on mall hamburger sales in intermediate-size malls.



5.2



Estimation of Malls’ Hamburger Sales



I estimate the impact of exclusive dealing clauses on the total quantity of hamburgers sold at each mall. The sample includes 44 malls for which sales data are available for at least one 37



In these cases Burger King was the exclusive restaurant prior to entry. In both cases, the mall owner exploited a contractual clause that allowed him to lease space to another chain in the event of a change in the ownership of Burger King, which went bankrupt in 2003. 38 A more formal way to distinguish between small and intermediate-size malls is to divide by two the largest two -restaurant mall (150 stores) or the smallest three-restaurant mall (180 stores) to deduce the minimal size of a mall that would accommodate two restaurants if exclusive dealing were prohibited. In particular, we obtain 75 or 90 as the mall size that could accommodate two hamburger restaurants. Hence, malls that have more than 75 (or 90) and less than 130 restaurants are intermediate-size malls. 39 There are also 6 intermediate-size malls that operate with multiple restaurants and no exclusive dealing.
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of the hamburger restaurants. Of the 44 malls, eight are intermediate-size malls that adopt exclusive dealing. Five are controlled by Burger King restaurants and three by BurgeRanch restaurants. Figure 1 displays the mall’s annual total sales of hamburgers as a function of the number of stores. Intermediate-size malls that adopt exclusive dealing are denoted by hollow squares (‘restricted malls’) and other malls by green diamonds (‘unrestricted malls’). The figure shows an upward trend in sales as the mall size becomes larger. Moreover, restricted malls lie below the trend line. I employ the following specification to explore the relationship between mall sales and the use of exclusive dealing: M all − Salesi =α + γ1 ∗ Storesi + γ2 ∗ DED,i + γ3 ∗ Restaurantsi



(1)



+ γ4 ∗ Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i + β ∗ Xi + θ ∗ Compi + ²i The dependent variable is mall i aggregate sales of hamburger restaurants in 2002. Since restaurant prices are constant across all outlets a natural interpretation of the sales variable is the quantity sold at each mall. The potential demand for hamburger restaurants in a particular mall is proxied by the number of mall stores. The dummy variable, DED,i , equals one if mall i is an intermediate-size mall that has an exclusive clause with the hamburger restaurant and zero otherwise. The ‘Restaurants’ variable denotes the number of hamburger restaurants in mall i and Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i is the corresponding interaction term. Competition variables are the number of shopping malls located within a perimeter of 5km and the number of hamburger restaurants located nearby.40 I also include the following control variables: the mall commercial area; the mean income in the city where the mall is located; a dummy variable indicating whether the mall is located at a tourist resort and a dummy variable indicating whether the mall is considered a power center.41 Table 1 displays the regression results where I use four different size thresholds (70, 80, 90, 100 stores) to distinguish between small and intermediatesize malls. Hence, intermediate-size malls are malls that have less than 130 stores and more than 70, 80, 90 or 100 stores. In the odd columns the coefficient of interest, γ1 , is negative and significant implying that exclusive dealing clauses have a negative effect on mall total 40 41



I present results using a radius of 2km though the results are robust to alternative specifications. A power center is an unenclosed shopping center typically located outside of the city center.
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sales of hamburgers. Larger malls, as measured by the number of mall stores, are associated with higher hamburger restaurant sales. Other control variables are typically insignificant except the tourist variable which is positive as expected. In the specifications presented in the even columns I add the number of hamburger restaurants variable and the interaction term between the number of restaurants and the ED dummy variable.42 The interaction term is negative and significant for all four size thresholds43 and the ED variable is not significant. This is consistent with the idea that exclusive dealing affects malls hamburger sales through its effect on the number of restaurants. The regression estimates can also be used to provide a benchmark on how removing exclusive dealing clauses would affect hamburger mall sales; −γ2 in the odd columns and −γ2 + γ3 − γ4 in the even columns.44 Hence, banning exclusive dealing would increase mall hamburger sales by 2191 NIS if we use specification 3, and by 2332 NIS if we use specification 4.45 These estimates provide a lower bound of sales that an entrant would obtain since an entrant would also cannibalize an existing restaurant’s sales. Note that these figures roughly correspond to the average sales of a restaurant located in a mall which sells 2783K NIS annually.



5.3



Estimation of Hamburger Restaurant Rent



The analysis in the previous section suggests that mall owners adopting exclusive dealing in intermediate-size malls forego additional sales of hamburgers. Hamburger restaurants in these malls are likely to compensate mall owners for their losses.46 In this section, I examine whether exclusive retailers compensate mall owners through higher rents.47 The rent paid to the mall owner by Burger King restaurants in that mall is used as the dependent variable in the following regressions: 42



In results not reported here I omit the interaction term. The coefficient on the exclusivity dummy variable is negative in all four specifications and is statistically significant in three specifications. 43 For S=100 the significance level is 0.11 44 I reject the hypothesis that −γ2 + γ3 − γ4 = 0 in all four size thresholds. 45 Notably, the approximation of the impact of entry on sales rests on the fix price regularity in the market of hamburger restaurants. 46 Mall owners also benefit from the rent paid by the retailer who entered the mall instead of the second hamburger restaurant. 47 There are many other ways a restaurant can compensate the mall owner, such as improving the payment terms, upfront payments to the mall, the size and location of the restaurant.
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Rest − Renti =α + γ1 ∗ Storesi + γ2 ∗ DED,i + γ3 ∗ Restaurantsi



(2)



+ γ4 ∗ Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i + β ∗ Xi + θ ∗ Compi + ²i The regressors are explained in the mall sales specifications above and the results are presented in Table 3. In the odd columns, the coefficients on the exclusive dealing dummy variables are positive and are statistically significant when the thresholds to define intermediatesize mall are S=80 and S=100. As before, I add the number of restaurants variable and the interaction term of the number of restaurants and the adoption of exclusive dealing in the even columns. The coefficients on the number of restaurants is negative though statistically insignificant, suggesting that a restaurant pays lower rents if more rival restaurants operate in the mall. The regression results in the even columns can be used to evaluate the effect of removing exclusive dealing followed by entry on the rent paid by the incumbent restaurant. In particular, the effect of entry on rent is −γ2 + γ3 − γ4 , which is negative as expected in all four specifications. This negative effect is consistent with the argument that exclusive restaurants would pay lower rent if exclusive clauses were prohibited, presumably because they will not pay for their exclusivity.48 Overall, these findings provide support to the idea that exclusive restaurants pay higher rents to mall owners to ensure their exclusive position in the mall. Nevertheless, these results should be interpreted with caution due to the small number of restaurants for which rent data are available. More generally, both foreclosure and incentive models on the effect of exclusive dealing predict that exclusive retailers generally pay higher rents than non-exclusive retailers. Hence, this evidence by itself cannot serve to distinguish between the two types of models. I now turn to analyzing two interrelated predictions of welfare-enhancing models on exclusive dealing. These models typically predict that exclusive retailers will have an incentive to invest in certain activities that will increase the demand for their product and that eventually sales by these exclusive retailers will be higher than sales by non-exclusive retailers. I start 48



This effect is statistically significant for S=70 and S=100. For S=80 and S=90 it is significant at p=0.14 and p=0.18, respectively.
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by exploring the relationship between exclusive dealing and the average sales of a hamburger restaurant and then examine the relationship between exclusive dealing and spending on sales promotion activities by individual restaurants.



5.4



Estimation of Hamburger Restaurant Sales



I evaluate how the average sales of a restaurant change across malls that adopt or do not adopt exclusive dealing arrangements. I follow the literature and examine whether hamburger restaurants that enjoy exclusivity generate higher sales, as predicted by welfare-enhancing models. The following specification is used to examine this relationship:



Average − Rest − Salesi =α + γ1 ∗ Storesi + γ2 ∗ DED,i + γ3 ∗ Restaurantsi



(3)



+ γ4 ∗ Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i + β ∗ Xi + θ ∗ Compi + ²i The Average Sales variable denotes the average sales of a hamburger restaurant in mall i i.e. it is the sales variable used in the mall sales regression divided by the number of hamburger restaurants in a particular mall. All control variables are defined above and the results are presented in Table 4. The coefficient on the exclusive dealing variable, γ2 , is positive and insignificant for each of the specifications in the odd columns. This result suggests that restaurants operating under exclusive dealing do not generate significantly higher sales and is inconsistent with welfare-enhancing models.49 Recall also that prices in Israeli hamburger restaurants are constant. Therefore exclusive restaurants do not charge higher prices and hence investments in product quality should unambiguously lead to higher demand. The coefficient on the number of hamburger restaurants located nearby is negative as expected. The coefficient on the number of mall stores and the tourist dummy variables are positive as before. Interestingly, the coefficient of the number of malls located nearby is positive and significant. A potential explanation is that regions where many malls exist are characterized by a dense population that shops regularly at malls. 49



This result also holds if I restrict attention to Burger King restaurants only.
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In the even columns I add the number of restaurants and the restaurants-exclusivity interaction term variables. The specification can be interpreted as studying the effect of entry on the sales of the incumbent restaurants. The coefficient on the number of restaurants, γ3 , is negative and significant, suggesting that entry has a negative and sizable effect on the incumbent restaurants. The effect of entry on sales at intermediate-size malls is the sum of −γ2 +γ3 −γ4 , which is negative. Other coefficients typically have the same sign and significance level as before. To summarize these results, the average restaurant sales in malls that adopt exclusive dealing are not higher, as welfare-enhancing models predict. This is particularly true in the current setting where exclusive restaurants do not charge higher prices than nonexclusive restaurants. The finding that exclusive restaurants do not sell more may also suggest that exclusive dealing serve as a device for extracting rents or benefits from markets other than the ones in which they are employed.50



5.5



Estimation of Hamburger Restaurant Sales Promotion



Efficiency-based theories of exclusive dealing often predict that exclusive restaurants will find it profitable to make non-brand-specific investments to increase demand. I now turn to estimating whether exclusive Burger King restaurants allocate more resources to sales promotion than other Burger King restaurants operating non-exclusively. Hence, I construct the total spending by Burger King restaurants on sales promotion in each mall. Note, however, that I cannot discern whether the investment is brand-specific or non-brand specific. I estimate the following regressions: Sales − P romotioni =α + γ1 ∗ Storesi + γ2 ∗ DED,i + γ3 ∗ Restaurantsi



(4)



+ γ4 ∗ Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i + β ∗ Xi + θ ∗ Compi + ²i The control variables are similar to the regressions in the previous sections. The dependent variable is the sales promotion investment made by Burger King in each mall. The results are displayed in Table 5. Interestingly, the results suggest that exclusive restaurants 50 Bernheim and Whinston (1998) refer to these markets as noncoincident markets. In Section 4, they show that when economies of scale are important than exclusive contracts can have anti-competitive effects.
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spend more on sales promotion activities, which is consistent with efficiency-based theories on exclusive dealing. The coefficients on exclusive dealing variables are positive in all the odd specifications and are statistically significant when S=90 and S=100 are used to define intermediate-size malls. Furthermore, the estimates in the even columns suggest that the investment in sales promotion will be lower following the removal of exclusive arrangements and subsequent entry by a rival restaurant. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the effect of exclusive dealing on sales promotion activities is very small. As already mentioned in the introduction, Burger King restaurants allocate few resources to sales promotion and advertising at the outlet level. A Burger King restaurant spends, on average, only 0.1% of its revenues on sales promotion activities as opposed to the 5% of revenues which are allocated to national advertising. For example, the coefficient on the exclusive dealing variable in column 5 suggests that an exclusive restaurant spends annually only 1400 IS (350 dollars) more than other non-exclusive restaurants.



6



Concluding Remarks



Despite the vast theoretical literature on exclusive dealing, there is no empirical evidence on the use of exclusive dealing arrangements to foreclose rivals. In this paper, I examine the empirical relationships between exclusive dealing arrangements and sales and costs of hamburger restaurants located in shopping malls. I use a unique data set that includes information on the adoption of exclusivity clauses, hamburger restaurant sales and cost structure as well as mall characteristics to find that exclusive dealing arrangements are associated with lower mall hamburger sales. Evidence that sales are lower at malls that adopt exclusive contracts is consistent with anti-competitive theories on exclusive dealing and not with efficiency-based theories. I also find that restaurants that operate under exclusive contracts pay higher rents to mall owners, presumably to compensate the mall owners for granting exclusivity. The analysis also addresses the endogeneity of the decision to adopt exclusive dealing by presenting evidence that these arrangements are effective in foreclosing entry only in intermediate-size malls. In small malls, exclusive arrangements are ineffective because the mall cannot support 21



two restaurants regardless of the exclusivity clause, and in large malls exclusive arrangements are not adopted because it is too costly for the incumbent restaurant to foreclose entry. The analysis in this paper assumes that decisions to adopt exclusive arrangements are independent of exclusivity decisions in other malls. This assumption seems plausible in the context of shopping malls where mall owners typically own a single mall and therefore have no multi-market considerations. Hamburger chains however may have nationwide strategic considerations in preventing entry by rival chains into malls. In particular, achieving an efficient scale at the national level in a small country like Israel requires opening a minimum number of restaurants. If the dominant chain can limit the number of outlets of rival chains then small chains will be forced to operate at a non-efficient level or even exit the market. Hence, dominant chains may have strong incentives to sign exclusive arrangements with mall owners even if they cannot benefit from foreclosure in the local market. Nevertheless, these efforts by chains to achieve exclusive locations, if indeed they exist, should not change the main result. In particular, these efforts are likely to be concentrated on intermediate-size malls. In addition, mall hamburger sales in the malls that adopt exclusivity clauses are still likely to be lower. That said, future research and richer data could also explore the effect of exclusive dealing clauses on market structure at the national level.
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A



Vertical foreclosure when retailers are differentiated



I outline a framework that explains why exclusive dealing is likely to be effective only in intermediate-size malls. I assume that the size of the mall proxies the potential demand for hamburgers. Mall owners’ profits are determined based on the profits earned by retailers, such as hamburger restaurants, and each mall operates in a distinct market. Mall owners build an optimal mix of retailers in the mall to increase average spending by mall visitors. Mall owners extract only a fraction of the surplus generated by retailers, such as hamburger restaurants. Hamburger restaurants offer imperfect substitutes51 and incur fixed costs and variable costs that increase steeply when demand is sufficiently high.52 These assumptions lead to the following implications: small shopping malls accommodate only one hamburger restaurant either because a second restaurant will not be able to cover its fixed costs or because the mall owner will prefer a different type of a retailer to a second hamburger restaurant. In malls larger than a certain mall size, denoted by S* in Figure 1, the total downstream profits generated by two restaurants are higher than the profits earned by a monopoly restaurant. Two restaurants earn more than one restaurant because restaurants face increasing variable costs as demand grows and because two differentiated restaurants are 51



Differentiation can be explained as being due to either consumers’ heterogeneity in tastes or to different geographic locations in the mall. 52 It is convenient to think about restaurants as capacity constrained at high level of demand.
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better able to serve consumer tastes in larger malls.53 Consequently, the incentive of mall owners to lease space to a second restaurant in these larger malls is positive. As long as the losses incurred by the incumbent restaurant following entry are higher than the additional profits of the mall owner, it is mutually beneficial for the mall owner and the incumbent restaurant to sign an exclusivity clause. The incumbent restaurant pays a premium to ensure its exclusive position in the mall. This premium is higher than the additional rents the landlord would have obtained and is lower than the losses the incumbent restaurant would have suffered had a second restaurant entered the market. In these malls, the commitment by the mall owner not to let a second restaurant enter the market ensures the dominant position of the incumbent restaurant.54 The difference between the profits earned by two restaurants and the profits earned by a monopoly restaurant increases as the size of the mall becomes larger. This is driven both because a monopoly restaurant operates further away from its optimal level of operation as well as because a larger number of consumers will choose not to patronize the monopoly restaurant. Consequently, the incentive of the mall owner to allow entry of a second restaurant increases more than the incentive of the incumbent restaurant to prevent entry. Eventually, in malls larger than a certain size threshold, denoted by S** in Figure 1, the price the mall owner demands for granting exclusivity is higher than what the incumbent restaurant is willing to pay. As a result, no exclusivity contract will be signed and more than one restaurant will operate in a large mall. As seen in Figure 1, exclusive dealing arrangements are adopted in markets with size between S* and S**. In markets larger than S** we expect to observe more than one hamburger restaurant and no exclusive arrangements. Since only one hamburger restaurant operates in intermediate-size malls and restaurants are horizontally differentiated the overall quantity sold in these malls is lower than it would have been had there been no exclusive dealing and two restaurants operated in the mall. 53 McAfee and Schwartz (1994) also indicate that exclusive dealing are less likely when downstream firms face increasing costs or when they produce imperfect substitutes. 54 For example, suppose that one restaurant operating alone earn profits of 100 dollars and that two restaurants earn profits of (60 + 60) 120 dollars. The mall owner extracts half of the profits if no exclusivity is adopted. Hence, both the incumbent restaurant and the mall owner find it profitable to sign an exclusivity contract under which the incumbent restaurant pays additional 15 dollars to ensure its exclusive position.
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Figure 1: Mall owner and incumbent restaurant incentive to prevent/enable entry The figure offers a graphical interpretation of the theoretical framework outlined in Appendix A. In small malls, one hamburger restaurant dominates the market and entry by a second retailer is not profitable. In malls larger than S*, the mall owner, whose rent depends on the retailers’ profits, would benefit and the incumbent retailer would suffer losses if entry occurs. As long as the losses to the incumbent restaurant are larger than the benefits to the mall owner (i.e. in malls smaller than S**) the mall owner will agree to sign an exclusivity clause in return for a premium paid by the exclusive restaurant. Consequently, in intermediate-size malls only one restaurant operates and exclusivity clauses are effective. In large malls, the compensation required by the mall owner is higher than what the incumbent restaurant is willing to pay to prevent entry and, hence, entry occurs and several restaurants operate in the mall.
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B



Effect on hamburger sales of exclusive dealing clauses in all malls



Exclusive arrangements are adopted in nearly all small and intermediate-size malls where only one chain operates. Nevertheless, economic theory and the evidence presented in Section 5.1.2 questions the effectiveness of exclusive dealing arrangements in small malls. Hence, in the main text I focus on exclusive arrangements in intermediate-size malls. In this appendix, I do not distinguish between small and intermediate-size malls. I use alternative dependent variables which correspond to the dependent variables in the main text and in Tables 2-5 to estimate the following regressions:



M alli =α + γ1 ∗ Storesi + γ2 ∗ DED,i + γ3 ∗ Restaurantsi



(5)



+ γ4 ∗ Restaurantsi ∗ DED,i + β ∗ Xi + θ ∗ Compi + ²i The results are presented in Table 6. In columns 1 and 2 I use mall i aggregate sales of hamburger restaurants in 2002 as the dependent variable. In columns 3 and 4, the dependent variable is a hamburger restaurant’s average sales in mall i. The rent paid by Burger King restaurants and the spending on sales promotion in mall i are used as dependent variables in columns 5 and 6 and 7 and 8 respectively. The regressors are the same as the regressors in the specifications used in the main text except that I do not distinguish between small and intermediate-size malls when determining which of the exclusive dealing clauses are effective. In the odd columns I omit the number of restaurants variables and the number of restaurants and exclusivity interaction terms and add them in the even columns. The coefficient of interest is γ2 in the odd columns and the sum of −γ2 + γ3 − γ4 in the even columns. A negative coefficient on γ2 in column 1 implies that exclusive arrangements are associated with lower hamburger sales which is consistent with foreclosure theories. The results in column 2 also indicate that entry to a mall following the removal of the exclusivity clauses would result in higher mall sales. These results are similar to the results in the main text. The results in
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columns 3 and 4 suggest that an exclusive restaurant does not sell significantly more than other restaurants but that entry to the mall would cause significant losses to the incumbent restaurant. These results are also qualitatively similar to the results in Table 4. The results in columns 5 and 6 using the rent paid by Burger King restaurants as the dependent variable show a positive relationship between the adoption of an exclusivity contract and rent. Furthermore, the estimates in column 6 suggest that rent would drop following the removal of the exclusivity contracts and entry by a second restaurant. Finally, the results in columns 7 and 8, using the investment in sales promotion by Burger King restaurants as the dependent variable do not show a significant positive relationship with the adoption of exclusive dealing. This result is different than the result obtained in Table 5. Overall, the results in Table 6 are consistent with foreclosure theories and do not support efficiency-based theories on exclusive dealing.
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Figure 2: Malls’ hamburger sales as a function of number of mall stores The figure displays the relationship between total mall hamburger sales and the number of mall stores. Intermediate-size malls that adopt exclusive dealing with a hamburger restaurant are denoted by hollow squares (‘restricted malls’). Other malls are denoted by green diamonds (‘non-restricted malls’). The figure demonstrates the positive relationship between mall size and hamburger sales. Furthermore, hamburger sales of intermediate-size malls that adopt effective exclusive dealing lie below the upward trend line, which is consistent with foreclosure taking place in these malls.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics on Sales, Rent and Sale Promotion Burger King - Annual Sales, Rent & Sales promotion (IS * 1000)



Sales Sales



All restaurants Mall restaurants



Rent Rent



All restaurants Mall restaurants



Sales Promotion Sales Promotion



All restaurants Mall restaurants



Mean 2360 3091 254 292 2 2



Std. 1081 1140 146 176 3 1



Min 692 813 51 111 0 0



Max 5568 5568 707 707 25 5



N 56 23 56 23 56 23



Max 6037 4396



N 71 29



BurgeRanch Annual Sales (IS * 1000)



Sales Sales



All restaurants Mall restaurants



Mean 2262 2579



Std. 1079 925



Min 718 1173



The table presents descriptive statistics on sales and costs of Burger King restaurants and sales data for BurgeRanch restaurants in 2002. The sales figures indicate that, on average, a Burger King restaurant sells more than a BurgeRanch restaurant. For both chains, a restaurant located in a mall sells more than a non-mall restaurant. Rent and sales promotion data are available only for Burger King restaurants. The Burger King rent data show that mall restaurants pay, on average, higher rents than non-mall restaurants. Finally, the total investment in sales promotion at the outlet level is very small, amounting to about 0.1% of total sales.
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Table 2: Mall Hamburger Sales Regressions Dep. Var.: Total Mall Hamburger Sales S=80 S=90 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Stores 42.99*** 46.62*** 44.59*** 45.35*** 48.92*** 45.53*** (13.67) (14.18) (14.14) (14.77) (14.63) (15.39) ED -2081*** 1075 -2191*** 1119 -2886*** 490.1 (475.5) (1096) (620.0) (1067) (847.0) (1219) # Rest 679.5 997.0 1129 (800.7) (844.4) (828.6) # Rest * ED -2608** -2454* -2054* (1245) (1264) (1173) Comp. malls 188.6** 164.4* 136.3 127.8 108.9 116.7 (83.27) (88.01) (94.40) (90.65) (97.78) (92.94) Comp. burgers -219.9 -211.7 -110.4 -149.6 24.50 -88.20 (164.6) (173.8) (172.1) (177.7) (164.6) (178.2) Comm. area 0.0146 -0.0266 0.0119 -0.0359 -0.00320 -0.0437 (0.0630) (0.0699) (0.0631) (0.0709) (0.0668) (0.0738) Power Center 461.8 878.0 612.5 997.8 1055 1190 (810.6) (880.2) (839.4) (898.3) (974.3) (986.0) Mean income 0.0587 0.0247 0.0634 0.0241 0.130 0.0629 (0.115) (0.133) (0.122) (0.141) (0.132) (0.142) Tourist 1250* 1486** 1362** 1558*** 1522** 1615*** (692.6) (558.0) (641.7) (520.3) (643.8) (547.5) Constant -172.0 -657.3 -322.0 -918.2 -1028 -1358 (771.0) (941.4) (795.6) (994.8) (865.3) (974.7) Observations 44 44 44 44 44 44 R-squared 0.833 0.856 0.818 0.847 0.820 0.845 Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p


S=70



S=100 (7) (8) 44.57*** 37.70** (15.24) (15.33) -2601** 1398 (1017) (1445) 1726* (907.5) -1926 (1186) 143.3 145.1 (103.2) (96.77) -165.5 -219.8 (243.9) (210.4) 0.0197 -0.0443 (0.0718) (0.0773) 863.3 963.2 (1018) (1006) 0.166 0.0467 (0.136) (0.150) 1701** 1595** (775.7) (597.8) -1277 -1518 (957.0) (1003) 44 44 0.795 0.834



The table displays the regression results estimating the relationship between total mall hamburger sales and exclusive dealing. I use different mall size thresholds, denoted by S - the number of mall stores to distinguish between small and intermediate-size malls. The results in the odd columns suggest that exclusive dealing has a negative effect on sales. In the even columns, I add the number of hamburger restaurants and the exclusivity-restaurant interaction term variables. The interaction term is negative and significant, suggesting that exclusive clauses affect sales through their effect on the number of hamburger restaurants. Back of the envelope calculations, based on the estimates in specification 4, suggest that the overall effect of entry on mall hamburger sales is given by: 2454 + 997 - 1119 = 2332. Other coefficients typically have the expected signs. In particular the number of mall stores is positive and significant. The results on the negative relationship between sales and exclusive dealing are consistent with vertical foreclosure theory, which predicts lower overall sales of the upstream firms and less competition in the downstream segment.
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Table 3: Burger King Restaurant Rent Regressions Dep. Var.: Hamburger Restaurant Rent (Burger King Restaurants) S=70 S=80 S=90 S=100 VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Stores 2.961 3.217** 2.474 0.958 2.261 1.426 1.825 0.744 (1.906) (1.263) (1.701) (1.342) (1.605) (1.030) (1.118) (1.040) ED 86.18 -414.0*** 152.8* -345.5** 174.7 -361.5** 280.3*** -215.1 (74.37) (96.35) (77.75) (130.9) (105.8) (156.4) (90.31) (203.0) # Rest -345.0** -68.11 -117.3 -43.86 (132.7) (144.6) (102.9) (104.6) # Rest * ED 228.2 407.0** 374.6*** 360.2*** (129.7) (142.9) (119.4) (109.0) Comp. malls -13.91 -38.13* -22.20 -16.17 -36.17 -18.30 -19.58 -15.14 (24.74) (17.52) (25.02) (18.51) (26.73) (16.54) (18.68) (17.88) Comp. burgers 10.92 36.05** 15.20 16.14 23.66* 18.90** 22.76* 19.18* (11.94) (12.01) (10.60) (10.44) (12.86) (8.166) (10.68) (9.535) Comm. area -0.00924 0.00761 -0.00772 0.00146 -0.00690 0.00237 -0.00672 0.000255 (0.00753) (0.00493) (0.00679) (0.00433) (0.00638) (0.00344) (0.00519) (0.00323) Power Center 89.60 -94.86 48.43 -53.99 29.49 -54.87 -34.84 -78.73 (117.6) (71.25) (115.3) (61.54) (115.9) (60.89) (98.46) (71.57) Mean income 0.00486 0.00188 0.00474 0.00858 -0.000857 0.00766 -0.00874 0.000870 (0.0189) (0.0127) (0.0159) (0.0136) (0.0150) (0.0137) (0.0124) (0.0130) Constant 48.56 304.6** 63.42 139.9 98.09 162.4 184.2 187.6* (158.9) (131.8) (143.3) (113.9) (138.9) (106.4) (105.8) (100.0) Observations 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 R-squared 0.526 0.863 0.605 0.817 0.594 0.811 0.709 0.833 Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p


the table displays the results of the regression using the rent paid by Burger King restaurants located in malls as the dependent variable and the adoption of exclusive dealing in intermediate-size malls as the main regressor. I present results using four different thresholds to define an intermediate-size mall. The results in the odd columns suggest that Burger King exclusive restaurants pay higher rent than non-exclusive restaurants. In the even columns I add the number of restaurants and the interaction variables. The results support the view that exclusive restaurants pay higher rents, presumably to compensate mall owners for granting exclusivity in these malls.
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Table 4: Average Restaurant Sales Regressions Dependent Variable: Average Restaurant Sales S=80 S=90 S=100 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Stores 15.15*** 25.64*** 13.64** 22.64*** 13.17** 24.09*** 11.78* 21.11*** (5.406) (7.018) (5.773) (6.561) (6.379) (7.294) (6.344) (7.295) ED 194.4 984.8 429.4 632.4 502.5 -52.58 875.4 540.1 (358.9) (693.0) (400.3) (410.1) (627.9) (607.8) (640.5) (659.9) # Rest -1314** -1175** -1333** -1086** (515.7) (505.5) (521.1) (509.3) # Rest * ED -1605** -1067*** -728.0** -769.9** (689.4) (385.9) (347.9) (349.6) Comp. malls 95.99 115.5** 110.1* 131.6** 112.9* 116.2** 120.4** 126.8** (60.45) (52.34) (56.69) (53.34) (58.73) (52.73) (57.41) (54.77) Comp. burgers -207.2 -185.3 -231.1* -222.3* -251.7** -184.5 -231.4** -205.4* (125.9) (122.4) (119.9) (119.1) (121.0) (113.2) (113.6) (111.6) Comm. area -0.0380 -0.00860 -0.0330 -0.00642 -0.0314 -0.00380 -0.0290 -0.00710 (0.0347) (0.0366) (0.0353) (0.0376) (0.0364) (0.0377) (0.0334) (0.0361) Power Center 612.1 532.7 521.7 434.2 460.9 472.8 332.8 356.1 (478.7) (440.1) (493.9) (461.5) (559.0) (503.1) (530.5) (484.3) Mean income 0.0758 0.0936 0.0840 0.0965 0.0705 0.0973 0.0614 0.0792 (0.109) (0.0914) (0.106) (0.0906) (0.101) (0.0896) (0.0928) (0.0849) Tourist 1038** 1116** 1031** 1052* 1003** 1042* 923.5* 976.1* (435.2) (542.3) (476.2) (569.7) (474.4) (560.7) (502.2) (565.1) Constant 1322* 1882*** 1275* 1858*** 1411** 1961*** 1514** 1989*** (671.9) (569.7) (650.5) (576.2) (601.4) (562.6) (561.3) (558.4) Observations 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 R-squared 0.379 0.491 0.397 0.493 0.392 0.477 0.423 0.487 Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p


S=70



the table displays the results of the regression using average sales of a hamburger restaurant located in a mall as the dependent variable and the adoption of exclusive dealing in intermediate-size malls as the main regressor. The results in the odd columns demonstrate a weak positive relationship between a hamburger restaurant’s sales and the adoption of exclusive dealing. Adding the number of restaurants and the interaction term in the even columns can enable evaluation of the effect of entry on an incumbent restaurant’s sales. For example, using specification 4 the effect on sales in intermediate-size malls that adopt exclusive dealing is given by -632 - 1175 + 1067= -745.
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Table 5: Burger King Restaurant Sales Promotion Regressions Dep. Var.: Restaurant Sales Promotion (Burger King Restaurants) S=70 S=80 S=90 S=100 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Stores 0.0155 0.0504*** 0.0129 0.0366** 0.00926 0.0244** 0.00761 0.0186* (0.0114) (0.0126) (0.0117) (0.0134) (0.0113) (0.0107) (0.0118) (0.00953) ED 0.552 2.433** 0.892 2.724** 1.408* 3.738** 1.910** 5.838*** (0.599) (0.881) (0.728) (1.246) (0.765) (1.551) (0.844) (0.914) # Rest -3.637** -1.769 -0.634 0.111 (1.238) (1.085) (0.906) (0.706) # Rest * ED -4.279*** -3.040** -2.572** -3.071*** (1.338) (1.129) (0.910) (0.543) Comp. malls 0.129 -0.202 0.0776 -0.00160 -0.0411 -0.0775 0.0928 0.0472 (0.287) (0.268) (0.269) (0.273) (0.231) (0.253) (0.221) (0.194) Comp. burgers 0.000331 0.277 0.0267 0.117 0.0988 0.128 0.0800 0.114 (0.183) (0.186) (0.170) (0.172) (0.142) (0.150) (0.141) (0.124) Comm. area -5.41e-05 6.36e-06 -4.60e-05 -3.91e-05 -3.31e-05 -5.52e-05 -3.64e-05 -8.71e-05* (6.62e-05)(4.49e-05)(6.54e-05)(6.08e-05)(5.94e-05)(6.18e-05)(5.25e-05)(4.74e-05) Power Center 1.269 0.861 1.042 1.278 0.747 1.133 0.412 0.789 (0.945) (0.597) (0.931) (0.777) (0.841) (0.725) (0.813) (0.615) Mean income 9.81e-05 1.76e-05 9.44e-05 7.49e-05 6.08e-05 5.18e-05 7.61e-06 -5.72e-05 (0.000170(0.000130(0.000155(0.000138) ) ) ) (0.000121)(0.000122)(0.000107)(0.000108) Constant 0.790 2.591** 0.901 1.322 1.118 1.033 1.696** 1.644* (1.066) (0.992) (0.974) (1.032) (0.870) (1.022) (0.764) (0.837) Observations 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 R-squared 0.367 0.710 0.423 0.589 0.511 0.636 0.583 0.783 VARIABLES



*** p


The table displays the results of the regression using the investment made by Burger King restaurants located in malls in sales promotion as the dependent variable and the adoption of exclusive dealing in intermediate-size malls as the main regressor. The positive coefficients on the adoption of exclusivity suggest that exclusive restaurants spend more on sales promotions than Burger King restaurants located in other malls. Nevertheless, the magnitude of this effect is very small. For example, the coefficient on the exclusive dealing variable in specification 5 implies that exclusive retailers spend annually only 1400 IS ($ 350) more than non-exclusive retailers.
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Table 6: Regressions using all Malls that Adopt Exclusive Dealing Mall Sales (1) (2) VARIABLES Stores Exclusivity # Rest #Rest * Excl Comp. burgers Comp. malls Comm. area Power Center Mean income Tourist Constant Observations R-squared



Ave. Rest Sales (3) (4)



33.56*** 45.77*** 15.93*** (12.08) (12.51) (5.263) -1878*** -520.9 263.6 (578.6) (1054) (396.1) 212.8 (1274) -1662*** (565.8) -94.62 -173.6 -225.9* (210.6) (193.7) (122.9) 118.1 151.4* 107.7* (96.06) (82.73) (61.72) 0.00123 -0.0160 -0.0341 (0.0589) (0.0686) (0.0374) 271.4 734.4 611.0 (828.5) (853.6) (478.4) 0.0475 0.0235 0.0815 (0.116) (0.121) (0.107) 1640** 1473*** 990.1** (671.3) (523.8) (461.2) 1784 298.3 1013 (1079) (1979) (882.6) 44 44 44 0.811 0.856 0.384



25.71*** (5.992) -864.4 (557.9) -2091** (766.1) -742.3** (344.4) -118.9 (139.7) 92.47* (54.43) 0.00519 (0.0364) 351.6 (427.1) 0.0894 (0.0773) 1157** (552.2) 3405*** (932.2) 44 0.512



Rent (5)



(6)



Sales Promotion (7) (8)



3.202** (1.433) 154.0* (78.89)



4.905** 0.0174 0.0409*** (1.701) (0.0110) (0.0131) -13.71 0.503 -0.589 (103.7) (0.569) (0.735) -376.1** -3.943** (151.2) (1.613) -135.9 -2.086** (110.8) (0.895) -32.82 -40.41 0.0500 -0.140 (22.93) (26.29) (0.237) (0.252) 24.68* 36.60** 0.0532 0.249 (12.89) (15.70) (0.148) (0.169) -0.00729 0.00281 -5.19e-05 4.59e-05 (0.00595) (0.00597) (6.71e-05)(6.70e-05) 49.05 -30.07 1.210 0.446 (87.43) (86.18) (1.033) (0.873) 0.0105 0.000728 9.97e-05 -3.45e-06 (0.0193) (0.0110) (0.000184)(0.000137)



-140.9 (164.8) 22 0.609



273.0* (139.7) 22 0.730



0.307 (1.432) 22 0.343



3.904* (1.866) 22 0.615



*** p


In the table, I examine the empirical relationship between mall hamburger sales and the adoption of exclusive dealing in all malls, i.e. I do not distinguish between small and intermediate-size malls. The results are still consistent with foreclosure theories and indicate that adoption of exclusive dealing is associated with lower mall sales of hamburgers. In particular, the coefficient on exclusive dealing is negative and significant in columns 1 and 2. In columns 3 and 4, I estimate the relationship between average sales of a restaurant and the adoption of exclusive dealing and find that exclusive restaurants do not sell more than other restaurants. In columns 5 and 6, I find evidence that Burger King restaurants operating under exclusive contracts pay higher rents and the results in columns 7 and 8 suggest that these restaurants do not spend more on sales promotion activities.
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